Dipping-Induced Azimuthal Helix Orientation in Langmuir–Blodgett Monolayers of α-Helical Amphiphilic Diblock Copolypeptides
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The azimuthal helix orientation of the rigid-rod amphiphilic diblock copolypeptides (PLGA-b-PMLGSLGs) of poly(α-L-glutamic acid) (PLGA) and poly(γ-methyl-L-glutamate-ran-γ-stearoyl-L-glutamate) with 30 mol % of stearyl substituents (PMLGSLG) in Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) monolayers was investigated using polarized transmission Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy. The relative position of dipping with respect to the previous transfer position can be used to manipulate the azimuthal orientation of the helices parallel to or tilted by an angle of 45° with respect to the dipping direction in the transferred films. The study of the azimuthal order for the LB monolayers of PLGA-b-PMLGSLGs of various block lengths revealed that the observed effect arises mainly from the PMLGSLG top brush layer, induced by the flow orientation around the transfer region. In those cases where the PMLGSLG block is tilted by a sufficiently large angle with respect to the surface normal, high azimuthal order parameters of 0.5–0.75 were obtained.

Introduction

The Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) technique has proven to be a powerful tool for the creation of ultrathin films with control over two-dimensional order and packing of molecules.1 Especially, in-plane preferential molecular alignment can be introduced in the LB films due to the orientation phenomenon during the vertical transfer of Langmuir films onto solid substrates. This special orientation effect has been observed for rigid-rod polymers,2,3 rod-like crystals,4 stacks of disk-like molecules5,6 and stretched two-dimensional flexible polymer networks.7 The in-plane anisotropy in LB films is of great interest as it offers the materials useful physical properties for potential applications as alignment layers of liquid crystals,8,9 optical nonlinear waveguides,10,11 matrices for orienting conductive guest molecules,12 and electronic and microelectronic materials.13–21

The reported orientation phenomenon during the transfer process results in an alignment of the molecular main-chain axis along the dipping direction. The effect has been explained by flow orientation models,22–24 in which a sink flow near the transfer region is responsible for orientation of the molecules parallel to the transfer direction. It has been reported for hydrophobic rigid-rod polymers and aggregates that the transfer speed and substrate width with respect to the trough width are main factors that affect the degree of orientation.5,22,23

Hairy-rod polypeptides provide stable LB films with a highly ordered array of α-helices aligned parallel to the substrate.2 They show lyotropic and thermotropic behavior25,26 and have received attention in the past years.27,28 LB films of these hairy-rod polymers show strong dipping-induced in-plane anisotropy with a very high degree of orientation parallel to the dipping direction, which has been demonstrated both experimentally and theoretically.22,29

We studied amphiphilic diblock copolypeptides consisting of a hydrophobic block of hairy-rod poly(γ-methyl-L-glutamate-ran-γ-stearoyl-L-glutamate) with 30 mol % of stearyl substituents.
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Scheme 1. Chemical Structure of PLGA-b-PMLGSLG and Simple Schematic Representation of the Double-Brush Structure of the PLGA-b-PMLGSLG LB Monolayer

(PLMGSLG) and a hydrophilic block of rigid-rod poly(α-L-glutamic acid) (PLGA). Besides the high mobility provided by the amorphous side chain mantle of the hairy-rod polypeptide block, monolayers of these diblock copolypeptides exhibit a brush structure composed of densely packed parallel α-helices, which are tilted at an angle with respect to the water surface.30–32

Interestingly, we observed strong effects of in-plane anisotropy produced by the transfer process in the LB monolayers of these diblock copolypeptides. Particularly, a dipping-induced helix orientation oblique by an angle with respect to the dipping direction was observed for the first time. Here, the azimuthal helix orientation effect induced by the vertical transfer of LB monolayers of the PLGA-b-PMLGSLG diblock copolymers is reported.

Experimental Section

Materials. The PLGA-b-PMLGSLG diblock copolymers are abbreviated as CoPo_n_m, where m and n denote the degrees of polymerization of the PLGA and PMLGSLG blocks, respectively (Scheme 1). A detailed description of the synthesis of PLGA-b-PMLGSLGs can be found elsewhere.30 In short, α-helical PLGA-b-PMLGSLG was synthesized via a diblock copolymer precursor consisting of poly(y-tert-butyl-l-glutamate) (PtBuLG) and PMLGSLG (with 30 mol % of stearyl substituents), with the tert-butyl group as a mild acid-labile protecting group for the carboxylic acid. PtBuLG-PMLGSLG diblock copolymer was synthesized employing the primary amine-initiated stepwise ring-opening polymerization of α-amino acid N-carboxyanhydrides (NCAs) in chloroform at 0 °C. The molecular weights of PtBuLG-PMLGSLGs were characterized by 1H NMR (CDCl3) and gel permeation chromatography (tetrahydrofuran eluent, polystyrene standard, universal calibration).30,33 The tert-butyl group was removed using trifluoroacetic acid (TFA). PMLGSLG (DP = 118) was prepared by NCA random copolymerization in chloroform at 0 °C using triethylamine as initiator.

Langmuir–Blodgett (LB). The substrate cleaning procedure was described elsewhere.30 The measurements of surface pressure (π–A) isotherms and LB film transfer were performed using a home-modified computer-controlled Lauda Filmbalance (FW2), with an accuracy of 0.05 mN/m. The water used for the subphase was purified by reverse osmosis and subsequently through a Milli-Q filtration system. The water had a resistance of ≥17 MΩ and a surface tension of about 72 mN/m. PLGA-b-PMLGSLGs were spread from N-methylpyrrolidone (NMP) (Acros, 99.5%)/chloroform (Lab-Scan, 99.5%) (3/7, v/v) solutions with 1–3% (v/v) of acetic acid (Acros, 99.5%) added, at a concentration of 0.4–0.6 mg/mL. PMLGSLG was spread from a chloroform solution at a concentration of 0.6 mg/mL. Vertical transfer of a PLGA-b-PMLGSLG monolayer onto a cleaned silicon substrate was done at a subphase temperature of 20 ± 0.1 °C, at down- and upstroke speeds of 100 and 10 mm min⁻¹, respectively, for CoPo_59_82 and at down- and upstroke speeds of 100 and 1 mm min⁻¹ for the other diblock copolymers; because the monolayer of CoPo_59_82 forms an isotropic phase (where the α-helices are oriented isotropically around the water surface) with a large average helix tilt angle, while those of the other PLGA-b-PMLGSLGs exhibit a liquid crystalline-like phase.31,32 The different transfer upstroke speed for CoPo_59_82 could be attributed to the different molecular interactions and arrangements in the different monolayer phases. Monolayers of PLGA-b-PMLGSLGs were deposited onto both sides of the hydrophilic substrates during the upward stroke. Transfer ratios were around unity. A multilayer film of PMLGSLG can be deposited onto a hydrophobized silicon substrate by Y-type transfer, at down- and upstroke speeds of 3 mm min⁻¹.

The Langmuir trough used was 600 mm long and 200 mm wide. The substrate was 10 mm wide, and the total immersion length was 12 mm. The thickness of the substrate was 1000 μm. Removal of One-Sided Layer. The monolayer on one side of the transferred LB film can be removed by treating with a NMP/trifluoroacetic acid (7/3, v/v) mixture. After 1 h, the treated substrate side was rinsed with Milli-Q water and then with methanol, and finally was blown dry with a strong flow of nitrogen.

Transmission Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IR). Transmission FT-IR measurements of films on double-sided polished silicon substrates were performed at a resolution of 3 cm⁻¹, under vacuum on a Bruker IFS66 V/S FT-IR spectrometer equipped with a MIR DTGS detector. A sample shuttle accessory was used for interleaved sample and background scanning. A clean silicon substrate was used as the reference. Each spectrum is an average of 40 cycles of 120 scans.

The polarized transmission FT-IR measurements were performed as described above, but with the use of an automated polarizer at a resolution of 4 cm⁻¹. The sample holder was oriented such that the IR beam was perpendicular to the surface of the double-sided polished silicon substrate supporting a polyglutamate film (Scheme 2). By means of the polarizer, the electric field vector was directed to a specific direction parallel to the substrate and at an angle to the dipping direction of the substrate (Y axis). Only the component of the dipole transition moment in the direction of the electric field vector in the plane of the substrate was detected. The polarization angle was varied in the range 0–180° in steps of 15°. Each spectrum is an average of 20 cycles of 120 scans.

Curve-fittings of the side chain ester (C=O stretching), acid (C=O stretching), amide I (mainly C=O stretching), and amide II (mainly C–N (stretching) regions of transmission FT-IR spectra were performed using Bruker OPUS software (version 4.2). The parameters were optimized using a Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm.34,35

Results and Discussion

Monolayers of the amphiphilic PLGA-b-PMLGSLG diblock copolymers have been shown to be stable up to ca. 50 mN/m (see Figure 1 for π–A isotherms). A comprehensive interpretation of the isotherms can be found elsewhere.30–32 By vertical deposition using the LB technique, a two-sided monolayer film of PLGA-b-PMLGSLG can be transferred onto a hydrophilic substrate on the upstroke. The monolayer deposition was performed at the maximum surface pressures where the monolayers are still stable.

(33) Temyanko, E.; Russo, P. S.; Ricks, H. Macromolecules 2001, 34, 582.
and transferable (10–15 mN/m below the collapse surface pressures and listed in Table 1). At such optimal transfer conditions, the α-helices are most densely packed and unidirectionally aligned with the minimum average helix tilt angles (θ, Scheme 2). The α-helical double-brush structure in the transferred monolayers (Scheme 1) has been evidenced by transmission FT-IR and small-angle X-ray reflectivity.\(^\text{36}\) Scheme 2 shows the coordinate system of a helix molecule in the transferred film.

**Figure 1.** θ-A isotherms of various PLGA-b-PMLGSLGs on water surface at 20 °C. The compression speeds were ca. 19 cm\(^2\) min\(^{-1}\).

**Scheme 2.** Schematic Representation of the Experimental Setup for the LB Transfer (Top Picture) and the Polarized Transmission FT-IR Measurement (Bottom Picture) of a PLGA-b-PMLGSLG LB Monolayer on a Silicon Substrate, Presented Together with the Helix Coordinate System of a Single α-Helix Molecule in the Transferred Film.

### Table 1. Average Helix Tilt Angles Estimated by Transmission FT-IR for the PLGA and PMLGSLG Block in the PLGA-b-PMLGSLG LB Monolayers\(^\text{32}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>PLGA-b-PMLGSLG</th>
<th>maximum transfer pressure (mN/m)</th>
<th>PLGA block θ(^\text{PLGA}) (°)</th>
<th>PMLGSLG block θ(^\text{PMLGSLG}) (°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>CoPo_63_39</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>CoPo_60_19</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>CoPo_59_82</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>CoPo_37_24</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>CoPo_50_11</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Orientations of the Transition Dipole Moments of the Amide Bands for an α-Helix, With Respect to the Helix Axis\(^\text{39}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>vibration bands</th>
<th>α (°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>amide A</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amide I</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amide II</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The average helix tilt angle (θ) has been found to be dependent on the transfer pressure and the diblock copolymer block lengths\(^\text{32}\) and is summarized for various PLGA-b-PMLGSLGs in Table 1.

Generally, the withdrawal of a substrate through the interface and transfer of the monolayer causes monolayer disturbance. This produces flow orientation effects which can induce orientation of the main chain of rigid rod molecules.\(^\text{37}\) The transferred PLGA-b-PMLGSLG monolayers were observed to exhibit preferential azimuthal helix orientation with respect to the dipping direction (θ, Scheme 2) induced by the film transfer. The tilt azimuth was characterized with the use of polarized transmission FT-IR. The orientations of the amide transition dipole moments for a polypeptide α-helix, relative to the helix axis, are presented in Table 2. The transition dipole moment of the amide I and amide A vibrations are oriented almost parallel to the helix axis, while that of the amide II vibration is nearly perpendicular. Thus, a film with a random azimuthal helix orientation results in the same absorption intensity of the amide bands at different polarization angles.

On the other hand, variation in the absorption intensity of these bands as a function of polarization angle reveals the mean azimuthal orientation with respect to the dipping direction as well as the azimuthal orientation order (e.g., see Figure 2). The polarization angle giving maxima in absorption intensity of the amide I and amide A bands, in accordance with a minimum in absorption intensity of the amide II band, indicates the azimuthal angle (ϕ, Scheme 2) by which the helices are tilted to the dipping direction. The degree of azimuthal orientation is characterized by an order parameter \(S\), which can be calculated from the transmission IR dichroic ratio \(R\) using the following relations:\(^\text{38,39}\)

\[
R = \frac{A_\perp}{A_\parallel} \quad (1)
\]

\[
S = \frac{2}{(2R + 1)} \left(\frac{1}{3 \cos^2 \alpha - 1}\right) \quad (2)
\]

where \(A_\parallel\) and \(A_\perp\) are the amide band absorptions at the polarization angle parallel and perpendicular to the preferential alignment direction of the helices, respectively, α is the angle between the transition dipole moment of the amide band and the helix axis.
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Figure 2. Transmission FT-IR spectra at various polarization angles (0°–180° in steps of 15°) for an LB monolayer of CoPo_63_39 transferred at 40 mN/m onto a silicon substrate after film stabilization, measured along the \( Y \) axis at an immersion length of 2 mm (a), 5 mm (b), 7 mm (c), and 10 mm (d).

Figure 3. Top: amide I band absorption intensity as a function of the polarization angle derived from the spectra in Figure 2 for an LB monolayer of CoPo_63_39 transferred at 40 mN/m onto a silicon substrate after film stabilization. Bottom: average azimuthal angle (open dots) and azimuthal order parameter (filled dots) as a function of the immersion length derived from the top figure.

of the film, a transition orientation at $\theta = 60^\circ$ is observed, however, with a very small degree of order. The change in the azimuthal orientation of the helices in the transferred film along the vertical direction of the substrate can be explained by the flow orientation and deformation of the monolayer during transfer. A convergent flow produced by vertical dipping and withdrawal of the substrate through the interface, as shown in Scheme 3, brings about the orientation of the main chain axis toward the dipping direction. This two-dimensional flow pattern, induced by a two-sided vertical film transfer in a transfer geometry where the substrate is much smaller in width than the trough, has been reported by Schwiege et al. for monolayers of hairy-rod polymers, including the hydrophobic PMLGSLG. Whereas for PMLGSLG the molecules are randomly oriented in the compressed Langmuir monolayer as well as in the PMLGSLG. The lateral molecular orientation parallel to the barrier (perpendicular to the dipping direction) is probably generated during film compression and stabilization. It was also noted that, compared to PMLGSLG, the stabilization time of the PLGA-b-PMLGSLG monolayers, in the surface pressure range 20–45 mN/m, was much longer, most likely due to rearrangement of the molecules until the equilibrium state was achieved. Our surface potential measurements recorded for the PLGA-b-PMLGSLG monolayers have indicated the gradual formation of unidirectional aligned $\alpha$-helices upon monolayer compression. Since the compression process of the monolayers was accompanied by a significant increase in chain density and increase in chain tilting order, a preferential main chain alignment was probably favored during the process.

**Scheme 3. Schematic Representation of Two-Dimensional Flow Pattern Induced by LB Vertical Film Transfer in Monolayers of Hairy-Rod Polymers, with the Substrate Width Much Smaller than the Trough Width**

![Scheme 3](image)

**Helix Azimuth Induced by Flow Orientation.** The azimuthal helix orientation and azimuthal order in the transferred PLGA-b-PMLGSLG monolayers were studied as a function of relative position of dipping with respect to the previous transfer position and immersion length.

Figure 4 shows the amide I band absorption intensity as a function of polarization angle and the azimuthal order for an LB monolayer of CoPo$_{63\_39}$ transferred at 40 mN/m onto a silicon substrate at the same dipping position as for the previous transfer. As depicted in Scheme 3, there is a convergent flow, and at the two sides of the sink flow, the $\alpha$-helix rods can be rotated by the shear flow and aligned at an angle relative to the compression direction. Upon the next transfer at the

![Figure 4](image)
Table 3. Influence of Dipping Position Relative to That of the Previous Transfer on the Azimuthal Helix Orientation for the LB Monolayer of CoPo\textsubscript{63}39 Transferred at 40 mN/m onto a Silicon Substrate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Dipping position of the previous transfer</th>
<th>Dipping position (in the X-axis direction)</th>
<th>(\phi) (°)*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>after stabilization</td>
<td>1° (25 mm to the right from 1)</td>
<td>90–0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1°</td>
<td>2° (25 mm to the left from 1)</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2°</td>
<td>3°</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2°</td>
<td>3°</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2°</td>
<td>3°</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1°</td>
<td>3° (25 mm to the right from 1)</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* See Scheme 2.

Figure 5. Amide I band absorption intensity as a function of the polarization angle (top figure); the azimuthal angle (open circles) and azimuthal order parameter (filled shapes) as a function of the immersion length (bottom figure) for an LB monolayer of CoPo\textsubscript{63}39 transferred at 40 mN/m onto a silicon substrate with the dipping position (in the X-axis direction) at 25 mm away from that of the previous transfer.

Figure 6. Average helix tilt angle of the PMLGSLG block for the LB monolayers of PLGA-b-PMLGSLGs transferred onto silicon substrates at 35–45 mN/m (see Table 1) and the azimuthal order parameter for the LB monolayers of PLGA-b-PMLGSLGs with the transfer condition as entry 2 (Table 3) \(\phi = 0°\) and with the transfer condition as entry 3 (Table 3) \(\phi = 45°\). For comparison, the helix tilt angle and azimuthal order of a multilayer LB film of PMLGSLG transferred at 20 mN/m onto a hydrophobized silicon substrate (4 layers on each side) is also presented.

molecular arrangement in the monolayer flow pattern of PLGA-b-PMLGSLGs can be relatively stably maintained throughout the next transfer, in spite of a new convergent flow produced tending to orient the rods toward the dipping direction.

The transfer-induced azimuthal orientation phenomenon with \(\phi = 45°\), only observed for the amphiphilic PLGA-b-PMLGSLGs, can probably be related to the molecular organization characteristic of their highly packed double-brush structure. The induced orientation phenomenon studied here affected only the tilt azimuth and not the tilt order. Brewster angle microscopy images of the PLGA-b-PMLGSLG monolayers upon compression to high surface pressures showed homogeneous films with no formation of any macroscopic domains. Moreover, it has been implied that at the transfer pressures investigated (Table 1) in the monolayer of CoPo\textsubscript{59}82 the PMLGSLG block segments are oriented isotropically around the water surface normal with an average tilt angle, whereas the monolayers of the other diblock copolymers might exhibit a smectic C-like phase. Therefore, the same transfer-induced orientation phenomenon observed for all PLGA-b-PMLGSLGs strongly suggests the orientation of individual polymer chains. The individual arrangement of a helix is in a strong relation with the surrounding ones as a whole. Besides, the side chain mantle around the \(\alpha\)-helices of the PMLGSLG block provides the molecular mobility at the interface. As a result, the molecules can be strongly sheared toward a preferential orientation by any monolayer deformation caused by the combined effects of shear flow and compression. This azimuthal orientation can be significantly maintained because of strong mutual relations of the parallel \(\alpha\)-helices in the double-brush.

To assess the influence of the double-brush structure on the phenomenon, the same experiments on the dipping-induced azimuthal orientation were performed for other PLGA-b-PMLGSLG diblock copolymers with different block lengths and tilt orders (Table 1). The influence of the PMLGSLG and PLGA blocks can be indicated separately by studying the azimuthal orientation effect in the LB films of, respectively, PMLGSLG and a PLGA-b-PMLGSLG diblock copolymer with the PMLGSLG block oriented nearly perpendicular to the interface. The results for the azimuthal orders obtained are shown in Figure 6. Because the chain
density at the interface and the average helix tilt angle of the double-brush monolayers are determined by the PMLGS LG hydrophobic block length.\textsuperscript{33} It appears that the PMLGS LG block also has a crucial role on the transfer-induced azimuthal helix orientation. The first series of experiments corresponds to the same dipping position as for the previous transfer (entry 2, Table 3), resulting in an azimuthal helix alignment along the dipping direction. The results showed that PLGA-b-PMLGS LGs with the PMLGS LG block tilt angle $\theta$ in the range $40-75^\circ$ had high order parameters $S$ of 0.7–0.8, which are slightly lower than for a multilayer LB film of PMLGS LG. However, the order parameter considerably decreases with decreasing the tilt angle of the PMLGS LG block. For CoPo\textsubscript{50}_11 consisting of a very small PMLGS LG block with a nearly perpendicular helix orientation, the azimuthal order parameter $S$ is even lower than 0.1.

On the other hand, a similar trend for the effect of PMLGS LG block on the transfer-induced orientation was also found in the experiments with the transfer position at the side of the convergent flow generated by the previous transfer (entry 3, Table 3). As indicated in Figure 6, the azimuthal orientation tilt from the dipping direction by an angle $\phi = 45^\circ$ was only observed in the transferred films of PLGA-b-PMLGS LGs with the PMLGS LG block tilted by a sufficiently large angle $\theta_{\text{PMLGS LG}}$ with respect to the surface normal. When the $\alpha$-helices of the PMLGS LG block are oriented nearly perpendicular to the surface, for CoPo\textsubscript{50}_11, the molecules were azimuthally oriented parallel to the dipping direction regardless of the dipping position, but still with an order parameter not exceeding 0.1. Furthermore, the azimuthal order found in these experiments correlates increasingly with the average helix tilt angle of the PMLGS LG block. Up to $\theta_{\text{PMLGS LG}} = 74^\circ$, the order parameter almost reaches the optimal value often found for the in-plane helix orientation of hairy-rod polymers.\textsuperscript{22,38}

Therefore, it can be concluded that the azimuthal helix orientation phenomena induced by the transfer process in the LB monolayers of PLGA-b-PMLGS LGs arise mainly from the molecular shear of the PMLGS LG hydrophobic block. The observed effects are derived from the rod-like feature and especially from the parallel helix packing and the helix tilting at the interface specific for the double-brush structure. Irrespective of the fact that the PMLGS LG block segments are oriented either isotropically or preferentially in the stabilized monolayers, they can be azimuthally oriented strongly under the influence of the flow pattern induced by the substrate dipping.

**Conclusions**

The influence of dipping position relative to the previous transfer on the azimuthal helix orientation has been found in the LB monolayers of the amphiphilic PLGA-b-PMLGS LG diblock copolypeptides. The dipping position can be manipulated resulting in an azimuthal alignment of the $\alpha$-helices in the transferred films parallel to or tilted by an angle of $45^\circ$ with respect to the dipping direction. The azimuthal anisotropy originates from the flow history retained in the compressed monolayer and arises mainly from deformation of the PMLGS LG top brush layer upon transfer. Consequently, the azimuthal order of the transferred PLGA-b-PMLGS LG LB monolayers was low for the diblock copolymers with the PMLGS LG block oriented closely to the surface normal and increased with increasing tilt angle between this block and the substrate normal. For the diblock copolymers with $\theta_{\text{PMLGS LG}}$ in the range $40-75^\circ$, significant azimuthal orientations, indicated by high order parameters $S$ of 0.5–0.75, were obtained.
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